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An Introduction to the Family Law Act

I. BACKGROUND

The *Family Law Act*, SBC 2011, c. 25 became law on 24 November 2011. The new legislation is not yet fully in force, and, according to the Attorney General’s press releases, likely won’t be until sometime in late-2012 to early-2013. In light of the scope of the reforms that will be brought into effect, the delay is welcome.


*A New Justice System* called for sweeping reforms to the justice system for family law matters, and, among other things, recommended that out-of-court resolution processes be the preferred tools for dealing with family law disputes, with litigation employed only as a last resort, and that court hearings be simplified, with judges more actively managing the court process and the litigants before them.

In 2006 the Attorney General announced a review of the *Family Relations Act*, the foundation of the law on domestic relations in British Columbia, and fourteen discussion papers were released for comment, alongside a series of public consultations, between 2007 and 2008. The review culminated in the 2010 release of a discussion paper of surpassing scope and magnitude, *White Paper on Family Relations Act Reform: A Proposal for a New Family Law Act*. The white paper surveyed the major areas of proposed reform, and included commentary and draft legislation. Further comment was solicited from the public, bar and bench.

The *Family Law Act* was tabled in the Legislative Assembly as Bill 16 on 14 November 2011, passed third reading on 23 November 2011 and received Royal Assent the next day. The new act looks very much like the legislation described by the white paper and resonates with the major themes of *A New Justice System*. It continues the remarkable trend toward reform that we have seen over the past few years with the introduction of mandatory case conferencing, family justice service hubs in Nanaimo and Vancouver, mandatory mediation regulations and new Supreme Court rules for family law matters, and soon new Provincial Court family law rules as well.

The *Family Law Act* is wholly new to British Columbia law, and no assumptions should be made that any particular provision has been carried forward from the *Family Relations Act*. Although some aspects of the *Family Law Act* are a modest
update of the Family Relations Act, such as the act’s treatment of child support and jurisdictional overlap between the Supreme Court and Provincial Court, the Family Law Act:

a) establishes new and legislative schemes for a number of traditional family law subjects (such as the care of children, the division of property and the enforcement of court orders);

b) codifies certain common law principles (conflicts of laws, fairness in negotiation processes);

c) provides for matters new to the legislation on family law (division of debt, parental mobility, parenting coordination); and,

d) repeals some subjects of long standing in the Family Relations Act (parental support, statutory offences).

The staff of the Ministry of the Attorney General have devoted a significant amount of time to this project over the past five years and their efforts, and those of the persons situated more toward the political side of the Ministry, are to be recognized with gratitude, in particular the work of people like Jerry McHale QC, Nancy Carter and Jill Dempster. It is an indication of the value of their work that it has survived two premiers, four Attorneys General and two assistant deputy ministers to become law.

Acknowledgment must also be given to the work conducted on our behalf by the lawyers selected to sit on the Attorney General's FRA Review Advisory Committee and its successor, the Family Law Act Advisory Group, among whom were luminaries such as Trudi Brown QC, Eugene Raponi QC and Carol Hickman QC, to those serving on the CBA British Columbia’s FRA Review Working Group, steered by David Dundee, and to those involved with the submissions of the Family Law Committee of the Trial Lawyers’ Association of British Columbia, steered by Pat Bond.

II. JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES

A. SCOPE OF APPLICATION

The Family Law Act applies to people in all manner of domestic relationships in the province. As a result of the operation of the doctrine of paramountcy it is, like the Family Relations Act, subordinate legislation to the Divorce Act. Married spouses and formerly married spouses are able to avail themselves of relief under both acts; all other parties are limited to the Family Law Act for relief relating to the care of
children, support, the division of assets and allocation of debts, and protection orders.

**B. COURT JURISDICTION**

The Supreme Court has jurisdiction over all matters under the *Family Law Act*, subject to the *Divorce Act*. The inherent jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, including its *parens patriae* jurisdiction to act on behalf of persons under a legal disability, is not limited by the *Family Law Act*.

The jurisdiction of the Provincial Court is restricted to matters concerning the care of children, child support and declarations of parentage as may be necessary for that purpose, spousal support and protection orders.

The jurisdictional overlap between the Supreme Court and Provincial Court is codified by s. 194 of the *Family Law Act* more thoroughly than under the *Family Relations Act* and establishes these general rules:

(a) the commencement of an action in one court does not bar the commencement of an action in the other court unless the relief applied for has been granted or dismissed by the first court;

(b) if actions are commenced in both courts, the making of an order by one court does not bar an application for relief in the other court unless the relief sought has been granted or dismissed by the first court;

(c) if actions are commenced in both courts, a court may hear a matter or decline to hear a matter, decline to hear a matter until the other court has heard a matter, or consolidate the action before it with the action commenced in the other court; and,

(d) the Supreme Court may vary Provincial Court orders as necessary to accommodate the making of its own orders, but may not otherwise interfere with Provincial Court orders except on appeal.

**C. TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION**

The *Family Law Act* is limited in effect to persons resident in British Columbia, those attorning to the courts of British Columbia, and matters with a real and substantial connection to British Columbia.

1. **Children**

Foreign declarations of parentage may be recognized under ss. 35 and 36 of the act and upon recognition have the same effect as domestic declarations of parentage.
Foreign orders similar in nature to orders for guardianship, parenting arrangements or contact may be recognized under s. 75. Once recognized, the foreign order has the same effect as a domestic order for guardianship, parenting arrangements or contact, and the local court may make such orders under the *Family Law Act* as are necessary to give effect to the foreign order. Foreign orders may in limited circumstances be superseded by a domestic order if the child would otherwise suffer serious harm or there has been a change in circumstances affecting the child’s best interests.

The Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction has the force of law in British Columbia.

2. Child Support and Spousal Support

Foreign orders for child support and spousal support are exclusively addressed by the *Interjurisdictional Support Orders Act*. Where a proposed payor is ordinarily resident in foreign jurisdiction and no support order has been made by the courts of a reciprocating jurisdiction, an order *de novo* may be obtained on application under the *Family Law Act*.

3. Property and Debt

The Supreme Court may, in limited circumstances, make orders in relation to foreign property under s. 109, including order for the preservation, ownership and possession of the property.

4. Protection Orders

The *Enforcement of Canadian Judgments and Decrees Act* applies to foreign orders similar in nature to protection orders made under the *Family Law Act*.

D. STANDING

1. Children

Any person may apply for a declaration as to whether a person is the parent of a child. Notice must be given to each guardian of the child, all adults who care for the child and with whom the child resides, each person who is, claims or is alleged to be a parent of the child, and to the child if 16 years old or older.

A party to an action may apply for an order that tissue or blood samples be taken for the purpose of conducting a test to determine biological parenthood.

The guardians of a child are presumed to be the child’s parents, except for a parent who did not cohabit with the child and does not regularly care for the child. Any person, including a parent, may apply to be appointed as the guardian of a child.
When an application is made for guardianship of a treaty first nations child, including a Nisga’a child, the first nations government must be served with notice of the application and has standing in the proceeding.

A guardian may apply for an order respecting the allocation or sharing of parental responsibilities or the allocation of parenting time. A guardian may apply for directions on an issue concerning a child.

A person who is not a guardian may apply for contact with a child.

Any person, including a guardian, may apply for an order that a person, including a guardian, be appointed as trustee of the property of a child.

2. Child Support and Spousal Support

A parent, guardian, child or someone on behalf of a child may apply for an order that a person pay child support to a person. The persons liable to pay child support are parents, guardians, guardians who are not parents, and stepparents. Applications against a stepparent must be brought within one year of the stepparent’s last contribution to the support of the child.

A spouse or someone on behalf of a spouse may apply for an order that a spouse pay spousal support to a person. For the purposes of such applications, “spouse” includes married spouses, persons cohabiting in a marriage-like relationship for more than two years, and persons cohabiting in a marriage-like relationship for less than two years who have had a child together. Applications for spousal support must be brought within two years of divorce or annulment for married spouses, or within two years of separation for unmarried spouses.

3. Property and Debt

A spouse may apply for the division of family property and excluded property and allocation of family debt. For the purposes of such applications, spouse includes married spouses and persons cohabiting in a marriage-like relationship for more than two years, but excludes persons cohabiting in a marriage-like relationship for less than two years who have had a child together. Such applications must be brought within two years of divorce or annulment for married spouses, or within two years of separation in the case of unmarried spouses.

Where a treaty first nation may alienate treaty lands, a spouse is a member of the first nation and a claim is made in respect of treaty lands, the first nation may participate in the proceeding and the court must consider any laws of the first nation restricting the alienation of treaty lands.
4. Protection Orders

A person whose safety and security are at risk, or a family member on that person’s behalf, may apply for a protection order. Such applications may be brought independent of other proceedings under the *Family Law Act*.

## III. SUBJECT MATTER

### A. CHILDREN

#### 1. Parentage

Part 3 of the *Family Law Act* sets out a scheme for the determination of parentage for all purposes of the law in British Columbia except under the *Adoption Act*, including where a child is conceived as a result of assisted reproduction.

Assisted reproduction is defined as a means of conceiving a child other than by sexual intercourse, and is now governed both by the *Family Law Act*, which largely addresses the effect of assisted reproduction agreements on the determination of a child’s parentage, and by the federal *Assisted Human Reproduction Act*, which governs payment for services related to assisted reproduction.

**a. Conception Without Assisted Reproduction**

Pursuant to s. 26(1), the parents of a child are presumed to be the birth mother and biological father. The presumptions of paternity from s. 95 of the *Family Relations Act* are carried forward at s. 26(2).

Where there is any doubt or uncertainty as the parentage of a child, the Supreme Court may made a declaration of parentage under s. 31(1) of the *Family Law Act*. Tissue or blood samples may be taken for the purposes of a parentage test on application pursuant to s. 33(2). The Provincial Court may only make determinations of parentage where necessary to resolve a matter within its jurisdiction.

**b. Conception With Assisted Reproduction**

Under s. 24(1), the donor of gametes is not a parent merely by virtue of the donation. A donor may become a parent if an assisted reproduction agreement so provides.

Under s. 27(1), the birth mother of a child conceived by assisted reproduction is presumed to be the child’s mother, regardless of who provided the gametes, subject to an assisted human reproduction agreement, executed prior to conception, which provides to the contrary.
As a result of the operation of ss. 27 and 30 and the definition of “intended parents” at s. 20(1), a child may have up to five persons who qualify as parents for all purposes of the law in British Columbia and the provisions of the Family Law Act on child support: up to two intended parents, the donor of the sperm, the donor of the ovum and the surrogate mother.

2. The Best Interests of the Child

Section 37(1) provides that the only consideration to be taken into account in making an order or agreement for the care of a child is the child’s best interests. Under subsection (2), to determine the child’s best interests, the court or the parties must take into account all of the child’s needs and circumstances, including a lengthy list of factors much expanded from that found at s. 24(1) of the Family Relations Act. New factors include the history of the child’s care, the child’s need for stability, and the existence of any civil or criminal proceedings relevant to the child’s safety, security and well being.

Matters relating to family violence are prominent in the Family Law Act. In addition to the availability of protection orders, discussed below, the best interests factors at s. 37(2) include:

(g) the impact of any family violence on the child’s safety, security or well-being, whether the family violence is directed toward the child or another family member;
(h) whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence indicate that the person may be impaired in his or her ability to care for the child and meet the child’s needs;
(i) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the child's guardians to cooperate on issues affecting the child, including whether requiring cooperation would increase any risks to the safety, security or well-being of the child or other family members;

Where family violence is present, the court is required to consider a number of additional factors set out at s. 38 to assess the impact of s. 37(2)(g) and (h) best interests factors on the child.

3. Guardianship

The Family Law Act does not continue the Family Relations Act concepts of custody, guardianship and access. In their place is a refashioned concept of guardianship akin to the common law concept of guardianship, under which guardians have parental responsibilities, which they are required to exercise in consultation with one another, and have parenting time with their children.

Pursuant to s. 39(1), cohabiting parents are presumed to each be a guardian of their child, during their relationship and after separation. A parent who did not cohabit
with the child is presumed not to be a guardian unless that parent, under s. 39(3)(c), regularly cares for the child.

A person who is not a parent may only become a guardian by court order, pursuant to s. 50. Under s. 51, a person applying for guardianship must demonstrate why the appointment is in the best interests of the child, on notice to all of the child’s guardians and adults with whom the child lives, and the consent of children age 12 and older is required.

When an application is made for guardianship of a treaty first nations child, including a Nisga’a child, the first nations government must be served with notice of the application and has standing in the proceeding pursuant to ss. 208 and 209.

a. Parental Responsibilities

Under s. 40(2), each guardian may exercise all parental responsibilities with respect to a child and must do so in the best interests of the child and in consultation with the child’s other guardians, unless an order or agreement provides to the contrary. Parental responsibilities are non-exhaustively listed at s. 41 and include day-to-day decision-making, determining where the child resides and the manner of the child’s education, applying for licences and permits for the child, and giving or withholding permission on behalf of the child. Pursuant to s. 40(3), parental responsibilities may be shared between or allocated among guardians.

A guardian may, under s. 49, apply to court for directions on an issue affecting a child.

b. Parenting Time

Pursuant to s. 42 of the Family Law Act, the time guardian is with a child is “parenting time.” During a guardian’s parenting time, the guardian has day-to-day care of the child and is responsible for day-to-day decision-making on behalf of the child.

c. Parenting Arrangements

The arrangements made in an order or agreement for parental responsibilities and parenting time is collectively referred to a “parenting arrangements.” Under s. 40(4), no particular parenting arrangements must be presumed to be in the best interests of a child, including that parental responsibilities or parenting time should be shared equally or that decisions should be made separately or by more than one guardian together.

Under s. 44(4), the court must set aside an agreement on parenting arrangements if the agreement is not in the best interests of the child.
Under s. 47, orders for parenting arrangements may be varied if there has been a change in the needs or circumstances of the child since the order was made, including as a result of a change in the circumstances of another person.

d. Incapacity and Death

Pursuant to s. 53, a guardian may appoint a person as guardian effective on the guardian's death by will or by a form to be prescribed by regulation. Pursuant to s. 55, a guardian facing permanent incapacity may appoint a person as guardian effective when specified conditions are met, such as the guardian's incapacity, by a form to be prescribed by regulation. The death of a guardian does not vest guardianship in a parent who is not a guardian.

A guardian may not appoint a guardian with greater parental responsibilities than he or she holds.

4. Contact

A person who is not a guardian, including a parent who is not a guardian, may have “contact” with a child. Contact is not included in the term “parenting arrangements,” which applies only to guardians.

Pursuant to s. 58(4), the court must set aside an agreement for contact if the agreement is not in the best interests of the child.

Under s. 60, orders for parenting arrangements may be varied if there has been a change in the needs or circumstances of the child since the order was made, including as a result of a change in the circumstances of another person. A person with contact may also apply to vary a contact order upon being notified of a guardian's intention to relocate with the child.

5. Assessments

Pursuant to s. 211, the court may appoint a person to assess the needs of a child, the views of the child or the ability of a person to meet the child’s needs, and allocate the costs of the assessment among the parties. The assessor must be a person approved by the court.

6. Relocation and Removal of Children

a. Removal

Pursuant to s. 64(1), the court may make an order that a person not remove a child from a specified area. Where the court concludes that a person intends to remove a child and is unlikely to return, the court may, under subsection (2), also require the person post security, surrender travel documents, transfer property to a trustee or pay child support to a trustee.
Where a child has been wrongfully removed to British Columbia and it is determined under s. 74 that the court lacks jurisdiction, the court may, among other things, order that the child be returned to a specified place under s. 77(2).

Pursuant to s. 80(4), the Hague Convention continues to have the force of law in British Columbia.

b. Relocation

Section 65(1) defines “relocation” as a change in the residence of a child “that can reasonably be expected to have a significant impact on the child’s relationship” with a guardian or other persons “having a significant role in the child’s life.”

Pursuant to s. 66(1), where a guardian plans to relocate with a child, the guardian must give 60 days’ notice to all other guardians and persons with contact. Guardians objecting to the move must, under s. 68, file an application for an order prohibiting the relocation within 30 days, failing which the relocation may proceed.

The tests to permit or prohibit a proposed relocation is set out at s. 69. Where the child’s guardians do not have equal or near-equal parenting time, the guardian wishing to relocate must establish that:

(a) reasonable arrangements have been proposed to preserve the child’s relationship with the other guardians, persons with contact and persons with significant roles in the child’s life; and,

(b) the relocation is proposed in good faith.

Where these factors are established, the move is presumed to be in the best interests of the child unless the guardian seeking to prohibit the move establishes otherwise.

Where the guardian proposing to move and an objecting guardian have an equal or near-equal allocation of parenting time, the guardian proposing to move must establish that:

(a) reasonable arrangements have been proposed to preserve the child’s relationship with the other guardians, persons with contact and persons with significant roles in the child’s life;

(b) the relocation is proposed in good faith; and,

(c) the relocation is in the best interests of the child.
Under s. 60(6), the court must consider “all relevant factors” to determine whether a move is made in good faith, including the reasons for the proposed relocation, whether the relocation is likely to improve the quality of life of the child or of the guardian, and any restrictions on a guardian’s ability to relocate prescribed by an agreement or order.

**c. Effect of Order Allowing Relocation**

Where an order is made allowing a guardian to relocate that affects an order or agreement for parenting arrangements the court may, under s. 70, make or vary an order for parenting arrangements with the object of preserving, to the extent possible, the parenting arrangements in the original order or agreement.

**7. Children’s Property**

Pursuant to ss. 176 and 178, a guardian is not presumptively the trustee of a child’s property except for property in a class or with a value below an amount to be prescribed by regulation. The Supreme Court may appoint a trustee under s. 179(1) upon consideration of factors set out at subsection (2), including the child’s views, the wishes of the child’s guardians and the opinion of the Public Guardian and Trustee.

The court may, under s. 180, vary an order appointing a trustee if it would be in the best interests of the child to do so.

Unless an order or trust document provides to the contrary, the trust property and an accounting must be delivered to the child upon the child reaching age 19.

**B. CHILD SUPPORT AND SPOUSAL SUPPORT**

**1. Child Support**

Pursuant to s. 150(1), the amount of child support must be determined in accordance with the Child Support Guidelines. Section 147 imposes important limits on children’s entitlement to benefit from child support and the obligations of persons other than parents to provide it.

Under s. 148(3) the court may set aside an agreement for child support if it would make a different order.

The court may prospectively or retroactively vary a child support order under s. 152, if, since the making of the order, there has been a change in circumstances as defined by the Child Support Guidelines or if new evidence has become available, including evidence of a lack of disclosure.
a. Entitlement

Under s. 147(1), children, defined by s. 146 as including minors and older children unable to withdraw from the charge of their parents or guardians, are entitled to benefit from the payment of child support except for children who:

(a) are spouses; or,

(b) have voluntarily withdrawn from the charge of their parents or guardians, for reasons other than family violence or intolerable circumstances.

A child who has withdrawn may resume eligibility for child support upon returning to the charge of his or her parents or guardians.

b. Quantum

Under s. 147(3), the child support obligation of a non-parent guardian is secondary to that of a parent. Under s. 147(5), the obligation of a stepparent is secondary to both and extends only as may be appropriate considering the standard of living enjoyed by the child while cohabiting with the stepparent and the length of the period of cohabitation.

2. Spousal Support

The spousal support provisions of the *Family Law Act* have been harmonized with the *Divorce Act*. The Spousal Support Advisory Guidelines is not referenced.

Pursuant to s. 166, in making an order on spousal support the court may consider misconduct that causes or prolongs a need for support or affects the ability of a person to pay spousal support.

The court may prospectively or retroactively vary a spousal support order under s. 167, if, since the making of the order, there has been a change in the needs, means and other circumstances of either spouse or if new evidence has become available, including evidence of a lack of disclosure.

a. Entitlement

For the purposes of spousal support, “spouse” is defined at s. 3 as including married spouses, persons who have cohabited in a marriage-like relationship for at least two years, and persons who have cohabited in shorter marriage-like relationships but have had a child together.
Under s. 160, a spouse’s entitlement to spousal support is to be determined upon consideration of the objectives for spousal support, borrowed from the Divorce Act and set out at s. 161.

**b. Quantum and Duration**

Under s. 160, where a spouse is entitled to receive spousal support, quantum and duration are to be determined upon consideration of the factors for spousal support, borrowed from the Divorce Act and set out at s. 162.

**c. Reviews**

Under s. 168, orders and agreements for spousal support may provide for the review of spousal support obligation including:

(a) the factors that will trigger the review, such as the passage of a specific period of time or the occurrence of a specific event;

(b) the matters to be considered at the review; and,

(c) the dispute resolution mechanism to be employed at the review.

Orders and agreements for spousal support that are silent as to effect of a spouse becoming entitled to receive pensions benefits may be reviewed pursuant to s. 169 when either spouse or former spouse becomes entitled to or started receiving pension benefits.

**d. Agreements**

Pursuant to s. 165(3), the court may not make an order for spousal support in the face of an agreement on spousal support, including an agreement waiving spousal support, unless the agreement is set aside following an application under s. 164.

Section 164 prescribes two tests, one at subsection (3) that examines the circumstances of the negotiation and execution of the agreement, and another at subsection (5) under which the court may set aside an agreement which is “significantly unfair” in light of the parties’ intentions to achieve finality and any changes in circumstances since the agreement was made.

**3. Arrears of Support**

The court may reduce or cancel arrears of child support or spousal support owing under an order or agreement pursuant to s. 174(1) if satisfied that it would be grossly unfair not to reduce or cancel the arrears upon consideration of the factors listed at subsection (2).
When reducing arrears, the court may also order that interest not accumulate on the reduced amount if it would be grossly unfair not to so order. When cancelling arrears, the court may also cancel interest that accrued on the accumulated arrears if it would be grossly unfair not to so order.

4. Support Obligations after Death

Where person obliged to pay child support or spousal support has life insurance, the court may under s. 170(e) require the payor to maintain the premiums on the policy and designate the recipient as the beneficiary of the policy, either permanently or for a specified period of time.

Under s. 170(g), the court may, after considering the factors set out at s. 171(1), order that an obligation to pay child support or spousal support will survive the death of the payor as a debt on his or her estate. Where an order or agreement is silent on the effect of the payor’s death, a recipient may, upon the payor’s death, apply under s. 171(3) for an order that a support obligation continue. In either circumstance, the personal representative of the payor has standing to apply to vary or terminate a support obligation.

C. PROPERTY AND DEBT

The scheme for the division of property and allocation of debt set out at Parts 5 and 6 of the Family Law Act is new to British Columbia, and must be read with close attention.

1. Entitlement

The property and debt provisions of the act apply to both to married spouses and to persons cohabiting in a marriage-like relationship for at least two years pursuant to the definition of spouse at s. 3(1).

Pursuant to s. 198(2), proceedings for the division of property or allocation debt must be brought within two years of the date of divorce or nullity for married spouses, or within two years of the date of separation for unmarried spouses.

2. Family Property, Family Debt and Excluded Property

The Family Law Act divides property into two classes, “family property” and “excluded property.” Under s. 84(1), family property is broadly defined as all property owned by either spouse at the date of separation; s. 85(1) lists property that is excluded from the pool of property that is family property. Each spouse is presumed to have a one-half interest in family property; excluded property is presumed to remain the property of the owning spouse.
a. Excluded Property

A spouse’s excluded property generally consists of the property owned by the spouse at the date the parties began to cohabit, as well as certain property acquired after the commencement of cohabitation, such as gifts and inheritances, certain kinds of settlements, court awards and insurance proceeds, property held in trust for the spouse, and property acquired with excluded property.

b. Family Property

Family property is all property other than excluded property and generally consists of the property acquired by either spouse after the date of cohabitation, other than property acquired from excluded assets. Most importantly, family property includes the increase in value of excluded property after the date of cohabitation or, in the case of property like inheritances and court awards, the date of receipt.

Under s. 84(2) and (3), family property includes:

(a) an interest in a corporation, partnership, venture, association and business;

(b) property owing to a spouse;

(c) bank accounts;

(d) pensions, annuities, retirements savings plans and income plans; and,

(e) trusts to which the spouse contributed and of which the spouse is a beneficiary, has control over distributions, or has the power to terminate and a reversionary interest.

c. Family Debt

Family debt is defined by s. 86 as the debt incurred by either spouse between the date of cohabitation and the date of separation, but including debt incurred after separation if the debt was incurred for the purpose of maintaining family property. Each spouse is presumed to be responsible for one-half of the family debt.

d. The Triggering Event and Valuation Date

The one triggering provided for in the Family Law Act is the date of separation. Section 81(b) states that:

on separation, each spouse has a right to an undivided half interest in all family property as a tenant in common, and is equally responsible for family debt.
There is no equivalent to *Family Relations Act*, s. 57 in the new act.

Under s. 87(a) of the *Family Law Act*, the value of family property must be based on fair market value; under s. 87(b), the date of the valuation of family property and family debt is the date of the trial or agreement dividing property debt.

3. Interim Orders

Pursuant to s. 91(1), the court must make a financial restraining order on the application of a spouse unless the other spouse is able to establish that the disposal of an asset will not prejudice the applicant. The court may make a variety of related orders under subsection (2), including orders for the delivery and safekeeping of property, orders prohibiting the transfer of property and orders vesting property in the applicant.

The court may make orders for the exclusive occupancy of the family home under s. 90. Note that under s. 226 the court may make a conduct order requiring a party to maintain and pay for utility services to a residence.

Under s. 89, the court may make orders for the interim distribution of family property to fund a dispute resolution process, fund a proceeding under the act or obtain information or evidence in support of a dispute resolution process or proceeding.

4. Orders Dividing Property and Allocating Debt

Pursuant to s. 81, each spouse has a one-half interest in family property unless an order or agreement provides to the contrary. Section 97 gives the court its general powers to effect the division of property and debt and provides that the court may:

(a) determine any matter respecting the ownership, right of possession, or division of property or debt;

(b) make any order that is necessary to give effect to a division of property or debt;

(c) declare who has ownership of or right of possession to property;

(d) require a spouse to pay compensation to the other spouse if property has been disposed of, transferred, converted, or exchanged into another form, or for the purpose of dividing the property;

(e) require partition or sale of property and payment out of the proceeds of sale to one spouse or both in specified proportions or amounts;
(f) declare that one spouse is responsible for payment of a family debt and must indemnify the other spouse for the debt;

(g) require the sale of property for the purposes of paying a family debt; and,

(h) transfer property to a spouse.

Note that where a treaty first nation may alienate treaty lands, a spouse is a member of the first nation and a claim is made in respect of treaty lands, the first nation may participate in the proceeding under s. 210, and the court must consider any laws of the first nation restricting the alienation of treaty lands.

Under s. 94(2), the court may not make an order dividing property or allocating debt in the face of an agreement on those matters unless the agreement is set aside following an application under s. 93.

a. Dividing Family Property and Family Debt Unequally

Under s. 95(1), the court may divide family property, including pension benefits, and allocate family debt unequally if an equal division would be “significantly unfair,” having regard to a list of factors set out at subsections (2) and (3) including:

(a) the length of the spousal relationship;

(b) a spouse’s contribution to the career of the other spouse;

(c) whether family debt was incurred in the normal course of the relationship between the spouses;

(d) if the amount of family debt exceeds the value of family property, the ability of each spouse to pay a share of the family debt;

(e) whether a spouse, after the date of separation, caused a significant decrease or increase in the value of family property or family debt beyond market trends;

(f) whether a spouse acting in bad faith substantially reduced the value of family property or disposed of family property;

(g) tax liabilities that may be incurred as a result of the transfer or sale of property or as a result of an order; and,

(h) the extent to which the objectives of spousal support under s. 161 have been met.
b. Dividing Excluded Property

The court may divide excluded property under s. 96 in one of two circumstances: where family property or family debt outside British Columbia cannot be divided; or, where it would be “significantly unfair” not to divide the excluded property in light of the length of the spousal relationship and the non-owner’s direct contribution to the excluded property.

c. Foreign Property

Under s. 106, the court may make orders under s. 109 for the possession of or transfer of title to property located outside British Columbia if certain conditions are met, including that:

(a) both spouses submit, either in an agreement or during the proceeding, to the jurisdiction of the court in respect of the division of property;

(b) at least one spouse is habitually resident in British Columbia when the proceeding for the division of property was started; and,

(c) there is a real and substantial connection between British Columbia and the facts on which the proceeding for the division of property is based.

5. Agreements

Pursuant to s. 94(2), the court may not make an order for the division of property or allocation of debt in the face of an agreement on those matters unless the agreement is set aside following an application under s. 93. Pursuant to s. 92, however, spouses may make an agreement contrary to the general scheme of the act which does not divide family property or family debt, divides excluded property, or divides family property and family debt unequally.

Section 93 prescribes two tests to set aside an agreement on property or debt, one at subsection (3) that examines the circumstances of the negotiation and execution of the agreement, and another at subsection (5) under which the court may set aside an agreement which is “significantly unfair” in light of the parties’ intentions to achieve certainty and finality.

6. Dividing Pensions

Pursuant to s. 111(1), where an interest in a pension is family property under s. 84(2)(e), the interest is to be divided in accordance with Part 6. The general scheme of Part 6 is straightforward. Local defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans, hybrid plans and matured plans are divided according to Division 2, Part 6. Other pensionable benefits, including annuities, supplemental plans, disability benefits
and extraprovincial plans are divided according to Division 3. Survivor benefits are addressed under Division 4.

The precise amount of the non-member’s interest in a pension is to be prescribed by regulation, but may be determined by an order or agreement. Under s. 140, both spouses are responsible for paying any fees charged to administer the division of pension benefits.

a. Unmatured Local Plans

Under s. 114, defined contribution plans are divided by transferring the non-member’s interest to the non-member or, with the consent of the administrator, vesting the non-member’s interest as a limited member of the plan.

Under s. 115, defined benefit plans are divided by vesting the non-member’s interest in the plan as a limited member or by transferring the commuted value of the plan to the non-member.

Hybrid plans may be divided under s. 116 as if all of the benefits are a defined contribution plan or a defined benefit plan, with the consent of the administrator. Otherwise, the portion of the plan that is determined by a defined contribution provision is divided under s. 114 and the portion that is determined by a defined contribution provision is divided under s. 115.

b. Matured Local Plans

Matured plans are divided under s. 117 by diverting to the non-member his or her proportionate share of the benefits until such time as the non-member dies or benefits under the plan terminate.

c. Extraprovincial Plans

Pursuant to s. 123(2), extraprovincial plans are to be divided under the legislation of the jurisdiction regulating the plan if that legislation provides a means of satisfying the non-member’s interest, or otherwise by treating the plan as a matured plan and diverting to the non-member his or her proportionate share of the benefits when they are paid.

If the application of the foreign legislation governing the plan would yield an unfair result, the court may order that the plan be treated as a matured plan.

d. Disability Benefits

Disability benefits paid under a plan may be divided under s. 122 and are handled in the manner of a matured pension.
e. Orders and Agreements Dividing Pensions

Where an agreement or final order on property is silent on the division of a spouse’s pension benefits, including disability benefits, the benefits are deemed wholly allocated to the member under ss. 111(2) and 122(3), however the parties may subsequently agree to divide benefits under s. 112(2).

Under s. 127(1), an agreement may provide that a non-member will receive none or less than his or her proportionate share. Spouses may also elect not to equalize their Canada Pension Plan credits.

Under s. 129, the court may reapportion a member's benefits in favour of the non-member to provide the non-member with an income stream where the parties' circumstances would otherwise require an order for spousal support.

D. PROTECTION ORDERS

Family violence is defined expansively at s. 1 of the Family Law Act as including:

(a) physical, sexual, psychological and emotional abuse;
(b) intimidation, harassment, threats and stalking;
(c) restricting a person’s autonomy and withholding the necessities of life;
(d) damaging property; and,
(e) in the case of children, direct or indirect exposure to family violence.

A person who is at risk of family violence, or a family member on that person’s behalf, may apply for a protection order under s. 183. Such applications may be brought independent of any other proceeding under the act, and may be brought without notice.

“Family member” is broadly defined at s. 1 and includes former spouses, relatives with whom a person resides and the person’s child.

1. Factors

In considering whether to make a protection order, the court must consider seven risk factors set out at s. 184(1), including:

(a) any history of family violence, and whether there is a pattern of repetitive or escalating violence;

(b) the presence of circumstances increasing the risk of violence, such as substance abuse and mental health issues; and,
(c) the presence of circumstances increasing the vulnerability of a person, such as pregnancy and age.

A number of factors not relevant to the making of protection orders are set out at s. 184(4), including:

(a) whether the person against whom the protection order is sought was previously protected by a protection order;

(b) whether charges have been laid against the person against whom the protection order is sought; and,

(c) whether the person sought to be protected by the protection order has a history of returning living with the person against whom the protection order is sought.

2. Protection Orders

The available protection orders are listed at s. 183(3) and include orders restricting communication, attendance at a place and stalking behaviours, reporting requirements, removal from the family home, and seizure of weapons. The court may impose additional terms as may be necessary to protect a person or implement the protection order. Pursuant to s. 183(4), protection orders expire in one year unless otherwise ordered.

The court may, under s. 187(1), vary a protection order to shorten, extend, terminate or otherwise change the order. Such applications must be brought prior to the expiry of the order.

Pursuant to s. 189(2), where a protection order, including a restraining order made under the Criminal Code or a foreign order equivalent to a protection order, conflicts with another order made under the Family Law Act, the Family Law Act order is suspended to the extent of the conflict until the other order is varied to resolve the conflict or the protection order is terminated.

E. ENFORCING ORDERS AND AGREEMENTS

The Family Law Act contains a range of enforcement mechanisms available to both the Provincial Court and the Supreme Court. Special enforcement provisions are available for a number of matters, such as the withholding of parenting time or failure to comply with a production order. Where special provisions are not made, the act’s general enforcement provisions are available.

The act’s general enforcement provisions are set out at s. 230. Under subsection (2), the may enforce an order by requiring a party to:
(a) post security;

(b) pay expenses incurred by the other party as a result of the party's actions; or,

(c) pay up to $5,000 for the benefit of person affected by the party's actions or as a fine.

The court may imprison a party for up to 30 days where no other remedy will secure the party's compliance, pursuant to s. 231(2). Imprisonment is available as an extraordinary remedy for all matters under the act except protection orders.

The court may also, where a party has misused or frustrated the court process, make an order under s. 221 that a party be prohibited from making further applications or taking further steps in a proceeding until the party has complied with an order made under the act.

Pursuant to s. 232, the Offence Act is inapplicable to matters under the Family Law Act except as provided at s. 244 in respect of the work of search officers.

1. Children

Agreements for parenting arrangements and contact may be filed in court under ss. 44(3) and 58(3), and upon filing are enforceable as orders.

Orders of the Supreme Court for parenting arrangements and contact may be filed in the Provincial Court under s. 195 and be enforced as an order of that court.

   a. Guardianship and Parental Responsibilities

   No specific remedy is provided for failure to abide by the obligations of guardianship, such as the obligation to consult with other guardians or to determine parental responsibilities in the best interests of the child. The act's general and extraordinary enforcement provisions at ss. 230 and 231(2) therefore apply.

   Section 231(5) provides an additional extraordinary remedy where a child is withheld from a guardian by a person with contact, and allows the court to order that a police officer apprehend and return the child to the guardian.

   b. Parenting Time and Contact

   Unreasonable withholding of parenting time or contact, or a failure to exercise parenting time or contact, may be enforced on application under ss. 61 and 63. The court may make a variety of orders including requiring the parties to participate in dispute resolution, requiring a party or a child to attend counselling, requiring a
party to reimburse the other party’s expenses incurred as a result of the party’s behaviour and, in the case of withheld parenting time or contact, providing for make-up time.

The extraordinary enforcement provisions of s. 231 apply where a parenting time or contact is withheld. Subsection (4) provides an additional extraordinary remedy and allows the court to order that a police officer apprehend and deliver the child to a guardian with parenting time or a person with contact.

2. Child Support and Spousal Support

Agreements for child support and spousal support may be filed in court under ss. 148(2) and 163(3), and upon filing are enforceable as orders.

No specific remedy is provided for failure to abide by an order to pay child support or spousal support. The general and extraordinary enforcement provisions set out at ss. 230 and 231(2) therefore apply.

3. Property and Debt

a. Family Property, Family Debt and Excluded Property

Agreements for the division of property or allocation of debt may be filed in the land title office under s. 99, and upon filing will prevent the registration of transfers and mortgages. Such agreements may also be filed as a financing statement encumbering manufactured homes in the personal property registry under s. 100.

Pursuant to s. 103(2), an interest in land under an order or agreement is deemed to be an interest affecting a transferee under Land Title Act, s. 29(2)(c).

No specific remedy is provided for orders respecting family property, family debt and excluded property except for the enforcement of interests in land under s. 104 and the general enforcement provisions at s. 230 therefore apply to those orders. The extraordinary remedy set out at s. 231(2) applies to all matters under Part 5.

b. Pensions

Section 130 allows the court to make orders or give directions to enforce the division of pension benefits provided in an order or agreement. The extraordinary remedy set out at s. 231(2) applies to all matters under Part 6.

4. Protection Orders

Pursuant to s. 188(1), protection orders may not be enforced by any means under the Family Law Act or the Offence Act although police officers are authorized to “take action” to enforce protection orders by s 188(2). Breach of a protection order may only otherwise be enforced under Criminal Code, s. 127.
IV. DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES

A. COURT PROCESSES

Under s. 199(1), the court is required to conduct proceedings under the *Family Law Act* with as little delay and formality as possible and in a matter that seeks to minimize conflict and promote cooperation. Where a child affected by a proceeding, the court must, under subsection (2), consider the impact of the proceeding on the child and encourage the parties to focus on the best interests of the child.

1. Frivolous and Vexatious Litigants

Where a party has made a trivial application or conducted a proceeding in a manner which misuses the court process, the court may, under s. 221(1), prohibit a party from making further applications or continuing a proceeding without leave. Under subsection (2), the court may give the prohibition order effect for a specified period of time or until a party complies with an order, impose terms and conditions, require the restrained party to pay the expenses of the other party incurred as a result of the party’s conduct, or require the party to pay up to $5,000 for the benefit of another person or as a fine.

2. Conduct Orders

The court may make conduct orders under Part 10, Division 5 for one or more of the purposes listed at s. 222:

(a) to facilitate the resolution of a dispute;

(b) to manage behaviours that might frustrate the resolution of a family law dispute and “facilitate arrangements pending final determination” of a proceeding; and,

(c) to prevent misuse of the court process.

Conduct orders include orders: that the parties attempt dispute resolution; that a person attend counselling; restricting communication between the parties; requiring a party to post security or report to the court; or, restricting a person from doing or not doing a thing.

Conduct orders may be enforced under s. 228 by: the making of a further conduct order or any other order the court deems necessary; requiring a party to pay the expenses of the other party incurred as a result of the party’s conduct; or, requiring a party to pay up to $5,000 for the benefit of another person or as a fine. The act’s extraordinary enforcement remedy set out at s. 231(2) is also available.
a. Maintenance of the Family Home

Under s. 226, the court may make an order requiring a party to pay the rent or mortgage, utilities and other expenses of a residence, and prohibiting a party from terminating utilities at the residence.

b. Case Management Orders

Under s. 223(1), the court may make case management orders striking all or part of a claim or application, adjourning a proceeding while the parties attempt a dispute resolution process or requiring that all further applications be heard by the judge making the order.

3. Appeals

Final orders of the Provincial Court may be appealed to the Supreme Court pursuant to s. 233, subject to a 40-day time limit. Interim orders may not be appealed and may only be challenged under the Judicial Review Procedure Act.

Pursuant to s. 234, orders appealed from remain in effect unless the court making the order orders otherwise.

B. NON-COURT DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES

“Family dispute resolution” is defined at s. 1 as including mediation, arbitration, collaborative family law, parenting coordination and other processes. Section 5(1) imposes a general duty to provide full and accurate disclosure on all parties for the purposes of resolving a dispute, whether the parties are using court or non-court family dispute resolution processes.

Under s. 198(5), the running of the two-year time limit set out at s. 198(2) is suspended while the parties are engaged in family dispute resolution with a family dispute resolution professional.

Section 1 defines “family dispute resolution professional” as including lawyers, mediators, arbitrators and parenting coordinators. Family dispute resolution professionals are required by s. 8 to: screen for family violence and assess the extent to which it affects a party’s safety and capacity to negotiate; discuss the advisability of family dispute resolution with a party; and, advise a party that matters involving children are to be resolved considering only the best interests of the child. Pursuant to s. 197, lawyers are required to certify their compliance with s. 8 when commencing a proceeding under the act.
1. Agreements

Under s. 6, family law agreements are binding on parties, whether consideration is provided or not.

Where the court sets aside part of an agreement, under s. 214(1) the part set aside is deemed severed from the agreement so as to preserve the continued effect of the parts not set aside. Subsection (2) addresses the doctrine of merger and provides that the court may make an order including some of the terms of an agreement without the remainder of the agreement losing effect.

2. Parenting Coordination

Pursuant to s. 15, parties may agree or the court may order that a parenting coordinator be appointed to assist with the implementation of an order or agreement for parenting arrangements or contact. Such appointments may be made for a maximum term of two years and may be renewed.

Under s. 17, parenting coordinators may assist parties by building consensus on parenting disputes and addressing communication issues, conflict resolution strategies and recommending resources for improving communication and parenting skills, and by making determinations on a limited range of parenting issues described at s. 18.

Parenting coordinators’ determinations are binding on the parties. Determinations may be filed in court pursuant to s. 18(5)(b), and upon filing may be enforced as a court order. The court may set aside a determination where the parenting coordinator acted outside his or her authority, or may make an order to enforce compliance with the determination.

V. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS AND COMING INTO FORCE

A. PROVISIONS IN FORCE

Under s. 482, most of the Family Law Act is to come into force by order of the Lieutenant Governor. Certain provisions came into force at the date of royal assent, including:

(a) pursuant to s. 258, s. 90 of the Family Relations Act on parental support is repealed, as is s. 120.1 on the property agreements of unmarried parties; and,

(b) pursuant to ss. 388 and 390, the phrase “husband and wife” is replaced by “spouse” at ss. 1 and 3 of the Land (Spouse Protection) Act;
Less consequential changes replacing language such as “husband and wife,” “a man or woman,” “father” and “mother” with “spouse” and “parent” in various enactments such as the Industrial Roads Act, the Insurance (Vehicle) Act and the School Act are also in force.

The coming-into-force of s. 259 will repeal the Family Relations Act. Until that time, the Family Relations Act remains law in British Columbia. Pursuant to s. 254, the coming-into-force of the act is not a change in circumstances for any purpose of the act relating to the variation or termination of orders.

B. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

The transitional provisions of the Family Law Act are set out at Part 13. Section 256 provides that regulations may be made as necessary for the “orderly transition” from the Family Relations Act to the Family Law Act.

1. Children

Section 251 provides for the translation of orders and agreements for custody, guardianship and access into the conceptual scheme of the Family Law Act:

(a) if a party has custody or guardianship of a child, the party is a guardian and has parental responsibilities and parenting time with the child;

(b) if a party has access to a child but is not a custodian or guardian of a child, the party has contact with the child; and,

(c) a guardian’s parental responsibilities, parenting time or contact are as described in the order for custody, guardianship or access.

2. Property and Debt

Section 252(2) provides that:

(a) a proceeding to enforce or set aside an agreement on the division of property continues under the Family Relations Act; and,

(b) a proceeding on the division of property under the Family Relations Act continues under that act,

unless the spouses otherwise agree.